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Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the Legal 

Profession

While there is little about the science and field of AI that is simple, the most 

simplistic definition is:  a computer program that performs an intellectual 

function capable of thinking like humans and performing human tasks. 

Billions of dollars are being invested in developing and commercializing AI 

technologies. AI has been around since the 1950s and we interact with various 

forms of it on a daily basis. Why all the attention now? Many factors have 

converged to form a catalyst for AI in present times, such as: shifting business 

revenue models (necessitating efficiency), more realistic expectations for the 

application of the technology, proliferation of big data, availability of computing 

power and the internet and the cloud (immediate accessibility),. 

The science fiction version of AI that replaced sentient beings failed to live up to 

expectations. Over time, expectations have changed and are focused on 

providing intelligent tools and problem-solving resources to humans. The 

current reality is that we’ve exceeded the limits of human cognition. Even if we 

could absorb the vast volumes of information, there simply isn’t even enough 

time. This is good news for knowledge workers. 

The nexus of problem-solving in the legal profession is understanding the 

problem, framing the questions, interpreting the law and applying reasoning 

within nuanced fact patterns in order to develop and guide the legal strategy.  

Opportunities abound, when viewing AI technology as an enabler to attorneys. 

The lines are blurring between traditional roles in the legal profession 

presenting an unprecedented chance to reshape careers and businesses alike.
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Source: https://danielmiessler.com/study/artificial-intelligence/#gs.i0hA_TU
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Machine Learning: An approach to AI that focuses on enabling computers to learn without being explicitly 

programmed. They can be summarized as systems that learn from data instead of from just their 

programming like normal computers.

Neural Networks: A type of Machine Learning, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) attempt to model 

biological systems, such as the brain, in order to be able to learn when exposed to unknown inputs. 

They’re made up of a serious of nodes that are connected to each other much like in the brain.

Deep Learning: A branch of machine learning that attempts to model high-level abstractions in data by 

using a deep graph with multiple processing layers, composed of multiple linear and non-linear 

transformations (Wikipedia). Note that deep learning is considered by many to be a simple rebranding of 

Neural Networks.

Supervised Learning A type of Machine Learning where data you provide is already labeled. For 

example, you might input [sic] some samples that are clearly smiling faces and some that are clearly 

frowning, and you’re looking to train the algorithm to tell the difference.

Unsupervised Learning: A type of Machine Learning algorithm where the data you’re providing is not 

labeled, so you’re looking for the algorithms to tell YOU about patterns that it finds, which you might not 

even be aware of.

Expert Systems: A computer system that emulates the decision-making ability of a human expert. Expert 

systems are designed to solve complex problems by reasoning about knowledge, represented primarily as 

if–then rules rather than through conventional procedural code. 

Artificial 
Intelligence

https://danielmiessler.com/study/artificial-intelligence/#gs.i0hA_TU
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IMPROVING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

 Mine Data for Business Intelligence 

 Aggregate Data / Dashboards 

 Predictive Analytics 

IMPROVING SERVICE DELIVERY

 Legal Research 

 Contract Analysis 

 Outcome Prediction

 Due diligence in mergers & acquisitions

 Technology / Computer Assisted Review - "Speed to relevancy", accelerate first pass review and 

Early Case Assessment / Strategy 

 Bankruptcy

ENHANCE / EXPAND SERVICES

 Post acquisition risk analysis 

 Transactions in corporate finance

 Self-Serve 

 FCPA Application  

 ComplianceHR
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Firm Tool Summary

Akerman
Neota Logic

In collaboration with Neota Logic and 

Thomson Reuters Managed Legal Services, 

developed a technology-driven data privacy 

and security law service for corporate counsel 

and compliance officers.

Allen & Overy

(with Deloitte)
MarginMatrix Codifies laws and helps prepare documents

Baker Hostetler ROSS Bankruptcy

Dentons ROSS
NexLaw Labs = incubator owned by Dentons

that invested in ROSS

DLA Piper Kira Systems
Document review for due diligence and M&A 

transactions

Foley & Lardner Neota Logic FCPA App for clients self service

Freshfields Bruckus Deringer Kira Systems
Document review of contract text across 

multiple practice areas

Latham & Watkins ROSS Bankruptcy

Linklaters Verifi
Processes bank client names against 

regulatory databases

Littler Mendelson Neota Logic Compliance HR for client self service

McCann Fitzgerald Kira Systems

The Ireland law firm is the first to invest in AI 

technology. Corporate Finance transactions 

and mergers & acquisitions. 

Norton Rose ContractorCheck
Characterizes working relationships and 

assists with franchising

Paul Hastings Proprietary Document review / analysis 

Pinsent Masons TermFrame
Guided completion of work, connecting staff 

to templates etc.

Promontory Financial Group Watson Using Watson in regulatory matters

Slaughter & May Luminance Due diligence process

Von Briesen & Roper ROSS Bankruptcy research

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice ROSS Bankruptcy research

Below are several law firms who have implemented AI tools. 
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Tool Summary

Kira Systems

Kira helps complete contract review work faster while 

mitigating risk of errors and unexpected liabilities. Kira 

automatically highlights and extracts relevant contract 

language in any file format.

Ross Intelligence
ROSS combines the Watson artificial intelligence 

technology developed by IBM with its own proprietary 

innovations to create a cheaper, faster research tool.

Neota Logic

Neota Logic’s platform allows non-technical users to 

develop applications that ask pointed questions to gather 

facts and apply reasoning to reach conclusions and 

execute actions.

RAVN Extract Direct

RAVN Extract is in the development phase but is aiming to 

read, interpret, review and extract key information from a 

variety of legal documents. RAVN will exist as a portal for 

clients and will have the ability to step into any document 

management system and extract the documents to push 

into the AI system.

Riverview LAW Kim
Riverview Law, has unveiled “Kim” (Knowledge, 

Intelligence, Meaning), comprising of virtual assistants that 

aim to improve the efficiency of in-house legal departments. 

Lex Machina

Lex Machina uses litigation data by extracting key legal 

information and metrics from a host of legal repositories to 

reveal insights never before available regarding judges, 

lawyers, and the subject of cases to aid in the highly 

competitive business and practice of law. 

Luminance
Luminance uses AI to read and understand complex, 

detailed documents, to allow users to carry out necessary 

due diligence. 

ThoughtRiver

ThoughtRiver’s software uses AI to scan and interpret 

information from all written contracts used in commercial 

risk assessments and presents it in a central online 

dashboard that enables clients to assess risk more easily. 

Seal

Contract Discovery capability will locate all contracts across 

the network. Seal provides an intuitive dashboard that let’s 

you search, sort, review, and compare contract data, 

across the entire contract corpus to provide contracts

metrics and to support standardization.

Below is a sampling of the general application AI tools available on the market.  This is not an 

exhaustive list.
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Tool Summary

NexLP Story Engine

NexLP uses artificial intelligence and machine learning to 

derive actionable insight from unstructured and structured 

data.  It uses innovative tools like concept search, 

enhanced threading, in-depth filtering, visual analytics and 

sentient analysis to actively learn what is important to each 

matter. 

Brainspace Discovery 5

Providing a unique, visual approach to analytics, 

Brainspace Discovery is powered by machine learning, 

delivering concept search; document clustering, 

communication analysis and predictive coding in a single, 

intuitive workflow. Designed to enables users to rapidly 

narrow the data set to determine what matters and what to 

cull.

Recommind Axcelerate

A solution with analytics and continuous machine learning 

built right in. Axcelerate empowers legal teams to identify 

the facts that matter for litigation, compliance, and 

governance using visual analytics and relevance ranking.

Catalyst Insight Predict

Insight Predict is a second-generation TAR engine 

designed to help reduce review costs and time for 

outbound productions, deposition prep and early case 

assessment. Catalyst offers multi-matter management for 

added value to corporate clients.

Discovery IQ 

(with Brainspace)

Discovery IQ platform was engineered for the demand of 

large cases and can efficiently process massive data sets 

for review and reduce the data set to the most important 

elements. Discovery IQ is a cloud-based or on-premises e-

discovery platform with an AI application incorporated into 

the platform. 

Relativity Analytics
Relativity Analytics dives into data to find what is most 

relevant and helps reduce the volume  of ESI that is 

actually reviewed.

Ringtail
Ringtail is a complete e-discovery and document review 

platform that offers advanced analytics and delivers 

repeatable workflows.

Below is a sampling of the e-Discovery centric AI tools available on the market.  This is not an 

exhaustive list.
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Service Company Product Supported

Advisory Services HBR Consulting Product Agnostic

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
DSi Catalyst Insight Predict

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
FTI Consulting Ringtail

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
Recommind Axcelerate

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
Epiq Systems Brainspace

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
Discovia Brainspace

Software Provider kCura Relativity Analytics

E-Discovery Services, 

Software Hosting
Elijah LTD NexLP

Unstructured Data 

Analysis
Deloitte Kira Systems

Collaboration, Client 

Engagement, and Data 

Management

HighQ Neota Logic

Below are several service providers  This is not an exhaustive list.
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Below are selected articles for additional reading material on this topic.  

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) IN LAW DEPARTMENTS: 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) should be understood as a solution that automates certain legal tasks and 

functions that make intelligent decisions on behalf of legal professionals. AI is changing the way in -house 

legal professionals work, offering opportunities with immediate value that increases your legal team’s 

efficiency, responsiveness, and work allocation. There is a growing list for AI solutions that includes, 

intelligent legal research, efficient process automation, novel contract analysis, thoughtful legal spend 

analysis, enhanced eDiscovery, simplified due diligence reviews, ect. For example, AI can monitor 

compliance with billing guidelines, classify and analyze time entries, and look for inefficiencies in staffing, 

work and workflow. With all AI technology solutions in law departments, thoughtful design, implementation, 

and adoption need to be considered first. Law firms and LPO’s are developing the solutions, while 

Consultants have in-depth expertise in crafting the solutions to meet business needs. It is important to 

remain aware AI is becoming a cost- effective way to deliver legal services. 

Krakaur, P. (2016, October 5). Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Law Departments: Opportunities. Linkedin. Retrieved October 11,

2016, from https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/artificial-intelligence-ai-law-departments-peter-krakaur

THE EARLY YEARS BEGIN FOR AI’S TRANSFORMATION OF LAW

Recently the adoption of AI-infused legal technology began its transition from the exception to the 

norm. A recent adapter of AI technology is a UK law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, who 

employed Kira Systems for document review. Kira allows the firm to search and analyze contract 

text across multiple areas including, due diligence, general commercial, corporate, real estate, 

and compliance. Kira can be configured around Freshfields own custom provisions which 

enhances the quality and allows more time for the firm to focus on more complex matters. While 

more firms like Freshfields are now trying to get head of the curve with the competitive advantage 

of AI technology.  Vendors are also increasingly prepared to meet their needs. 
Lopez, I. (2016, October 5). The Early Years Begin for AI’s Transformation of Law. Legaltech News. Retrieved October 11, 

2016, from http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769286334/The-Early-Years-Begin-for-AIs-Transformation-of-

Law?kw=The Early Years Begin for AI’s Transformation of Law&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology 

News&cn=20161005&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160905153846 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/artificial-intelligence-ai-law-departments-peter-krakaur
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/artificial-intelligence-ai-law-departments-peter-krakaur
http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769286334/The-Early-Years-Begin-for-AIs-Transformation-of-Law?kw=The Early Years Begin for AI%E2%80%99s Transformation of Law&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161005&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160905153846
http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769286334/The-Early-Years-Begin-for-AIs-Transformation-of-Law?kw=The Early Years Begin for AI%E2%80%99s Transformation of Law&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161005&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160905153846
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ROSS INTELLIGENCE LANDS ANOTHER LAW FIRM CLIENT

In the AI infused legal search space, ROSS has emerged as one of the top new vendors offering 

firms a competitive advantage. ROSS is the world's first artificially intelligent attorney built on 

IBM’s cognitive computer. ROSS was designed to read and understand language, postulate 

hypotheses when asked questions, research, and then generate responses. In April, ROSS 

announced its first big firm client when it partnered with Baker & Hostetler to assist in bankruptcy 

matters. Recently, Womble Carlyle and Bond Dickinson teamed up with ROSS to work together 

and learn from each other’s mistakes in order to help the bankruptcy and insolvency practices. 

The firms believe that their commitment to innovation will lead to better ways to serve their 

clients. 
Baxter, B. (2016, October 6). Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Law Departments: Opportunities. The American Lawyer. Retrieved

October 11, 2016, from http://www.americanlawyer.com/id=1202769384977/ROSS-Intelligence-Lands-Another-Law-Firm-

Client?kw=ROSS Intelligence Lands Another Law Firm Client&et=editorial&bu=The American

Lawyer&cn=20161006&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160906163635

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO LEADERS WHO GET ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE

There is resistance when it comes to trusting algorithmic decision making more than our intuition. Atanu

Basu, founder of Ayata, and Michael Simmons, co-founder of Empact, developed six steps to refine your 

thinking of AI and set your organization up to thrive. The six steps involve looking for hidden insights into 

your existing data, expanding your current knowledge of what data is, researching and getting comfortable 

with algorithms, and giving trust to decisions we may not fully understand because AI may find solutions 

that humans do not necessarily see. 

Basu, A., & Simmons, M. (2016, May 20). The Future Belongs To Leaders Who Get Artificial Intelligence. Inc. Retrieved 

October 11, 2016, from http://www.inc.com/empact/the-future-belongs-to-leaders-who-get-artificial-intelligence.html

http://www.americanlawyer.com/id=1202769384977/ROSS-Intelligence-Lands-Another-Law-Firm-Client?kw=ROSS Intelligence Lands Another Law Firm Client&et=editorial&bu=The American Lawyer&cn=20161006&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160906163635
http://www.americanlawyer.com/id=1202769384977/ROSS-Intelligence-Lands-Another-Law-Firm-Client?kw=ROSS Intelligence Lands Another Law Firm Client&et=editorial&bu=The American Lawyer&cn=20161006&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160918113841
http://www.inc.com/empact/the-future-belongs-to-leaders-who-get-artificial-intelligence.html
http://www.inc.com/empact/the-future-belongs-to-leaders-who-get-artificial-intelligence.html
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DISRUPTING THE BUSINESS OF LAW

Change in the legal profession is being driven by not only demand from clients but also 

competition from accounting firms, which have started to offer legal services and technology to do 

routine work. Recently, big laws firms have begun to pour money into AI technology to automate 

tasks commonly done by junior lawyers and allow lawyers to focus on higher-value work. An 

example is Pinsent Masons, TeamFrame system that guides lawyers through different types of 

work while connecting them to relevant templates, documents and precedents. Other firms are 

using AI for discovery exercises in litigation, which US firm Cooley recently used in a litigation 

dispute and the AI system identified relevant word concepts in 29m documents. AI solutions are 

not there to decrease the amount of lawyers but are another category of technology to help solve 

problems. 
Croft, J. (2016, October 5). Artificial intelligence disrupting the business of law. Financial Times. Retrieved October 11, 

2016, from https://www.ft.com/content/5d96dd72-83eb-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5

IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THE KEY TO UNLOCKING INNOVATION IN 

YOUR LAW FIRM?

The most significant form of AI for the legal industry today is Smart Apps, aka ‘Expert Systems.’ 

Smart Apps are best described as technologies that connect complex content and expert analysis of that 

content to provide precise, immediate answers to specific questions. For example, can I or can’t make this 

payment under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)? Or what is my level of risk in making this 

monetary transaction? Smart Apps are used for highly regulated markets; they are able to rapidly answer 

complex regulatory questions immediately, and often with greater accurately, without a human one-to-one 

bottleneck, therefore freeing up lawyer time to deal with more complex bespoke legal tasks. Foley & 

Lardner’s FCPA App. is a mobile Smart App that allows their clients’ sales teams to self-serve payment 

questions anywhere, anytime round the globe. ComplianceHR, a self-service Smart App platform for HR 

questions powered by the expertise of Littler Mendelson, the USA’s largest HR law firm. In this platform 

there are a series of Smart Apps including an Independent Contractor App that assesses the users’ 

employment status in 51 jurisdictions by assessing some 1,400 cases and 80 weighting factors.

Wildisen, G. (2016, October 5). Is artificial intelligence the key to unlocking innovation in your law firm? Financial Times. 

Retrieved October 11, 2016, from https://www.ft.com/content/5d96dd72-83eb-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5

https://www.ft.com/content/5d96dd72-83eb-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5
https://www.ft.com/content/5d96dd72-83eb-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5
http://www.legalweek.com/sites/legalweek/2015/11/12/is-artificial-intelligence-the-key-to-unlocking-innovation-in-your-law-firm/?slreturn=20160911210328
http://www.foley.com/grs/
http://compliancehr.com/
https://www.littler.com/
http://www.legalweek.com/sites/legalweek/2015/11/12/is-artificial-intelligence-the-key-to-unlocking-innovation-in-your-law-firm/?slreturn=20160911210328
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THE NEXT FRONTIER: A LEGAL FORECAST FOR THE AGE OF 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The Wikimedia Foundation recently hosted an “Artificial Intelligence and the Law” panel in San 

Francisco to discuss the legal challenges and solutions presented by AI, ranging from lethal 

autonomous weapons, driverless cars, and ROSS, the first robot attorney. Discussion was on the 

appropriate amount of human control over AI — and who should be held responsible when their 

unpredictable actions cause harm. AI will bring both good and bad and we can’t get permission 

for everything. AI will not create new potential privacy violations beyond those that are already 

present in the existence of mass data. Critical issues have been raised regarding AI, however 

there is an opposing concern that we are overreacting, over-regulating, and avoiding innovation 

since no amount of regulation can fully prevent misuse or abuse of a particular tool. In this crucial 

development period, we must balance our urge to regulate with the need to innovate, and 

recognize that there is no substitute for humanity.
Mack, O., & Bloom, K. (2016, August 18). The Next Frontier: A Legal Forecast for the Age of Artificial Intelligence. ACC 

Docket. Retrieved October 11, 2016, from http://www.acc.com/docket/articles/legal-forecast-for-artificial-intelligence-ai.cfm

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LAW

The media fever around AI has been inevitable with Pinsent Masons and Linklaters as the latest firms to 

announce their investment in AI, as the legal profession tries to automate the most mundane task 

traditionally done by junior lawyers. Professor Richard Susskind, an IT advisor to the Lord Chief Justice, 

has predicted that AI will move forward so quickly that systems themselves will be able to assess and 

diagnose legal problems posed by clients. However, he explains that this is not a threat to the legal 

profession but an opportunity to become engineers of knowledge, and shape the future of the profession in 

a positive way.

Tolson, S. (2016, August 18). Artificial Intelligence and Law. Lexology. Retrieved October 11, 2016, from 

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=facd48d9-c26f-488c-b086-3d2af893235d

BRAINSPACE PARTNERS WITH INVESTOR TO SUPPORT INTELLIGENCE 

AS U.S. EYES AI DEVELOPMENT

As the Obama administration announces efforts to support artificial intelligence research and development 

toward its application in all economic sectors, as well as within federal agencies, one legal technology 

provider is moving quickly to capitalize on the expected new demand.

Brainspace Corp., which employs machine learning in its analytics, discovery and investigative technology, 

has announced a strategic partnership agreement with, and undisclosed investment from, In-Q-Tel (IQT), a 

nonprofit investor that supports the development of technologies beneficial to the U.S. intelligence 

community.

Dipshan, R. (2016, October 13). Brainspace Partners with Investor to Support Intelligence as U.S. Eyes AI Development. 

Retrieved October 16, 2016, from

http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769849529/Brainspace-Partners-with-Investor-to-Support-Intelligence-as-US-Eyes-

AI-

Development?kw=Brainspace%20Partners%20with%20Investor%20to%20Support%20Intelligence%20as%20U.S.%20Eye

s%20AI%20Development&et=editorial&bu=Law%20Technology%20News&cn=20161013&src=EMC-

Email&pt=Afternoon%20Update&slreturn=20160914081616

http://www.acc.com/docket/articles/legal-forecast-for-artificial-intelligence-ai.cfm
http://www.acc.com/docket/articles/legal-forecast-for-artificial-intelligence-ai.cfm
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=facd48d9-c26f-488c-b086-3d2af893235d
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=facd48d9-c26f-488c-b086-3d2af893235d
http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769849529/Brainspace-Partners-with-Investor-to-Support-Intelligence-as-US-Eyes-AI-Development?kw=Brainspace Partners with Investor to Support Intelligence as U.S. Eyes AI Development&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161013&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160914081616
http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202769849529/Brainspace-Partners-with-Investor-to-Support-Intelligence-as-US-Eyes-AI-Development?kw=Brainspace Partners with Investor to Support Intelligence as U.S. Eyes AI Development&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161013&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update&slreturn=20160914081616
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WILL AI RUSH IN A ‘SKILLS RENAISSANCE’ IN LAW?

In the coming decade, AI seems to be the most impactful on the legal industry with AI technology 

continuing to show real-world benefits and aiding attorneys to have more confidence in making 

informed decisions. Luke Scanlon, head of Pinsent Masons, pointed out that junior lawyers will be 

able to focus on, “more interesting work and less time spent on mundane tasks.” Therefore, 

typical job descriptions could be changing with an emphasis on coding or data analysis in order to 

build on the connection of legal advice and data analysis. While some are resistant to adopting 

technology, others are embracing AI’s benefit of efficiency between clients and the firm. In 

Northern Ireland, Ulster University has founded the Legal Innovation Centre, which brings 

together computing and law students to work on legal informatics. In the US, OutsideIQ

announced the DDIQ solution, which automates anti-bribery compliance for enterprises. 

Even though there is still uncertainty surrounding the changes and challenges brought on by AI in 

law, others in the legal industry are starting to come around and some are seizing the opportunity.
Lopez, I. (2016, October 20). Will AI Rush in a ‘Skills Renaissance’ in Law? Legaltech News. Retrieved October 20, 2016, 

from http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202770372162/Will-AI-Rush-in-a-Skills-Renaissance-in-

Law?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL 

PAUL HASTINGS LATEST BIG FIRM DABBLE IN DATA ANALYTICS 

Thomas Barnett, an e-discovery and data science special counsel at Paul Hastings, has created 

a 22-person team of mathematicians, data scientists and e-discovery project managers. The team 

led by Barnett and Daniel Krasner, one of three mathematics Ph.D.s in the group, have 

developed a system internally to cull through millions of documents to quickly find documents 

relevant not only to a subpoena or investigation but also documents that can make or break a 

case. The tools the team uses go beyond keyword searches to study topics and patterns in a 

document and can save clients two thirds the cost of data review and help lawyers understand a 

case faster. Barnett indicated that other industries, such as advertisers, have been able to use 

this data analysis already, but lawyers have fallen behind. His methods are not to replace regular 

document review but are to enhance the work that lawyers are already doing to develop a case 

strategy. The key is the reduction in time, and therefore money, the client spends to analyze the 

data. 
Cluckman, N. (2016, October 20). Paul Hastings Latest Big Firm Dabble in Data Analytics. Law.Com. Retrieved October 20, 

2016, from http://www.law.com/sites/almstaff/2016/10/20/paul-hastings-latest-big-firm-to-dabble-in-data-analytics/?kw=Paul 

Hastings Latest Big Firm to Dabble in Data 

Analytics&et=editorial&bu=LawTechnologyNews&cn=20161020&src=EMCEmail&pt=Afternoon Update

http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202770372162/Will-AI-Rush-in-a-Skills-Renaissance-in-Law?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
Lopez, I. (2016, October 20). Will AI Rush in a ‘Skills Renaissance’ in Law? Legaltech News. Retrieved October 20, 2016, from http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202770372162/Will-AI-Rush-in-a-Skills-Renaissance-in-Law?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
http://www.law.com/sites/almstaff/2016/10/20/paul-hastings-latest-big-firm-to-dabble-in-data-analytics/?kw=Paul Hastings Latest Big Firm to Dabble in Data Analytics&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161020&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update
http://www.law.com/sites/almstaff/2016/10/20/paul-hastings-latest-big-firm-to-dabble-in-data-analytics/?kw=Paul Hastings Latest Big Firm to Dabble in Data Analytics&et=editorial&bu=Law Technology News&cn=20161020&src=EMC-Email&pt=Afternoon Update
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ALL EYES ON AI: THE NEW FOCUS OF LEGAL TECH?
AI technology is starting to attract money from investors, with most pouring in from the UK where there is a 

stronghold for the implementation of AI in legal workflow. Although the UK is receiving the most attention 

for being at the forefront of legal technology, the U.S. is beginning to be an emerging market. Recently, 

CloudNine, a Texas-based e-discovery provider, announced a partnership with Heureka, to have 

unstructured data automatically indexed before culling. The legal industry has grown beyond just the field of 

automation for e-discovery, one of those fields being translation. The World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO), a United Nation’s agency, recently released a tool for translating patent documents 

into not only a second language but its common usage. The tool takes previously translated sentences and 

applies them to its body of knowledge, which provides a syntax more akin to everyday language. While 

some law firms are increasingly recognizing the potential of such technologies, others are concerned about 

ethical implications. Nevertheless, experts are ceasing dismissal of the technology as too far into the future 

and instead placing the investable massive change closer to the future. 
Lopez, I. (2016, November 4). All Eyes on AI: The New Focus of Legal Tech? Legaltechnews. Retrieved November 8, 2016, 

from http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202771579848/All-Eyes-on-AI-The-New-Focus-of-Legal-

Tech?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=2

A NEW AI ETHICS CENTER SHOWS GROWING ANGST ABOUT MACHINE 

SMARTS

Anxiety over machine intelligence has been gaining more attention with the creation of an AI ethics 

research center at Carnegie Mellon University, which was funded by K&L Gates, and an organization, 

Partnership on AI, which is focused on the study of technology and its potential impacts. AI could have a 

huge impact on employment, introduce bias into algorithms, and contribute to the development of 

autonomous weapons. Although the most significant being the way we come to rely on systems that are 

inscrutable because no one programmed them.  
Knight, W. (2016, November 3). A New AI Ethics Center Shows Growing Angst About Machine Smarts. MIT Technology 

Review. Retrieved November 8, 2016, from https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602789/a-new-ai-ethics-center-shows-

growing-angst-about-machine-smarts/?utm_campaign=internal&utm_medium=homepage&utm_source=top-stories_2

BC PARTNERS, MEDINA CAPITAL ANNOUNCE DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT 

TO ACQUIRE BRAINSPACE
BC Partners and Medina Capital have agreed to acquire Brainspace Corporation, a privately-held machine 

learning and analytics company in Texas. As part of this new joint venture, the companies will create a 

global cybersecurity company providing software, services and infrastructure. Brainspace brings its highly 

scalable machine learning platform, industry leading unstructured data analytics product and over twenty 

years of machine learning experience. Brainspace will be able to address the growing demand for their 

solutions in e-discovery, digital investigations and define intelligence with the added cybersecurity and 

global footprint of the new venture. Dave Coops, Chief Executive Officer at Brainspace, indicates that, 

“…Brainspace will be empowered to deliver machine learning, powerful user experiences, and next-

generation investigative tools to an even larger number of enterprises and government agencies.”

Walker, Kari. (2016, November 4). BC Partners, Medina Capital Announce Definitive Agreement To Acquire Brainspace. 

PR Newswire. Retrieved November 4, 2016, from http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bc-partners-medina-capital-

announce-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-brainspace-300357618.html

http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202771579848/All-Eyes-on-AI-The-New-Focus-of-Legal-Tech?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=ALL
http://www.legaltechnews.com/id=1202771579848/All-Eyes-on-AI-The-New-Focus-of-Legal-Tech?mcode=0&curindex=0&curpage=2
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602789/a-new-ai-ethics-center-shows-growing-angst-about-machine-smarts/?utm_campaign=internal&utm_medium=homepage&utm_source=top-stories_2
Knight, W. (2016, November 3). A New AI Ethics Center Shows Growing Angst About Machine Smarts. MIT Technology Review. Retrieved November 8, 2016, from https:/www.technologyreview.com/s/602789/a-new-ai-ethics-center-shows-growing-angst-about-machine-smarts/?utm_campaign=internal&utm_medium=homepage&utm_source=top-stories_2
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bc-partners-medina-capital-announce-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-brainspace-300357618.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bc-partners-medina-capital-announce-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-brainspace-300357618.html
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K&L Gates Launches Artificial Intelligence Client Support Initiative
Investments in artificial intelligence (AI)-related startups have tripled in the past three years, with more than a 

300 percent increase in investment in AI by business anticipated in 2017. In response, global law firm K&L 

Gates LLP has established a firm wide cross-disciplinary AI initiative to advise and support clients that are or 

may be developing or incorporating AI technology in their businesses and products. K&L Gates counsels a 

range of clients who are utilizing and/or exploring artificial intelligence technology to enhance their business, 

including clients who use or invest in areas such as drone technology, aerial filming, and data analytics in the 

education, energy, entertainment, and government sectors, among others.

(2016, November 22). Press Release from Public.com.

What Is The Difference Between Artificial Intelligence And Machine 

Learning?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are two very hot buzzwords right now, and often seem to 

be used interchangeably. They are not quite the same thing, but the perception that they are can sometimes 

lead to some confusion. So I thought it would be worth writing a piece to explain the difference. Both terms crop 

up very frequently when the topic is Big Data, analytics, and the broader waves of technological change which 

are sweeping through our world.

Marr, B. (2016, December 6), Forbes.com. http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/12/06/what-is-the-difference-

between-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/#4d1a8bb5687c

http://www.publicnow.com/view/2DFC463AF4E72249CBA582EDAC91AF7327CF4FEF
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/12/06/what-is-the-difference-between-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/#4d1a8bb5687c
http://www.ap-institute.com/big-data-possibilities.aspx
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/12/06/what-is-the-difference-between-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/#4d1a8bb5687c
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HBR delivers advisory services to guide clients through the complexities of designing a business strategy that 

addresses client concerns and legal practitioner needs. Working with law firms and corporate law departments, HBR 

provides a technology-agnostic perspective into the process of optimizing the delivery of legal services. We assist 

clients to select, implement and support AI-powered tools. HBR has created the first virtual lab of leading analytics 

technologies to assist our clients with making informed decisions and to support clients after the initial 

implementation to ensure long term success.

Successfully employing analytics technologies involves creating a cross-functional approach blending legal 

requirements with technology capabilities. The traditional lines between attorneys and technology resources are 

blurring. 

Delivering on the promised value of innovative technologies requires a skillful evaluation and selection of the 

appropriate tools, effective change management initiatives and multi-disciplinary expertise to guide the 

implementation and ongoing advisory support.

HBR collaborates with clients to develop a sustainable approach ensuring that the appropriate expertise is leveraged 

at the right times and is guided by defensible policies, processes and protocols enabled by innovative technology. 

We guide clients through the intricacies of defining an approach, applying analytics technologies, and delivering 

legal services that align with law firm and legal department business objectives. 
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HBR Consulting appreciates the opportunity to present this market summary.

If you have questions regarding it, please contact:

Bobbi Basile

bbasile@hbrconsulting.com

312.953.9352
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HBR Consulting delivers advisory, managed services and software solutions that increase 

productivity and profitability for corporations, professional services and law firms. Thought leaders 

with decades of experience, we deliver value to our clients. HBR has long-term relationships working 

with 90% of Am Law 200 law firms and 35% of Fortune 500 corporate law departments.
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